Mine! contains many stories that would be even more engaging if you could see the relevant photos and videos. Unfortunately, as we described in Chapter 3, ownership gridlock makes it difficult and costly to “clear” the rights. To stay on the right side of the law and provide you a helpful guide to supplement your reading, please find below links that take you to the images embedded in on-point stories.

If you want to see what a Knee Defender looks like, click on the “Knee Defender” link in the Introduction section below. Curious what Hayashi and Popov, the dueling claimants for the Barry Bonds baseball look like, click on their link below in the Chapter 3 section.

Introduction

Knee Defenders and James Beach
Wendi Williams viral video
James Glidden’s barbed wire
The judge’s opinion in the Rocking Chair case

Chapter 1 – First Come, Last Served

Linestanding at the US Supreme Court
"SOLD" -- NYC linestanding website
Russian flag planted on Arctic seabed
Duke Campout
Disney FastPass+
Entering through the exit with Disney VIP Guide
Korean taco truck

Chapter 2 – Possession is One-Tenth of the Law

Space savers in Boston
Pittsburgh Parking Chair
McLean-Kirlin adverse possession battle
New York City sidewalk plaque
Southwest seat saving tweets
Manspreading on New York City subways
Beach spreading
COVID chalk circles in park
Lunada Bay Surfer Beach
Hayashi, Popov, and Barry Bonds baseball
Up for Grabs – movie on the baseball case

Chapter 3 – I Reap What You Sow

Public domain image of Dr. King (still covered maybe by right of publicity)
Dodge Ram commercial with Dr. King’s ad copy
Little House on the Prairie
Chapter 4 – Your Home is Not Your Castle

- William Meredith, drone slayer
- #Droneslayer merchandise
- Foraged fiddlehead ferns
- Keziah Daum in traditional Chinese dress
- 1859 oil drilling in Pennsylvania
- Destin, Florida renourished beaches
- Map of Spratly Islands
- Chinese base built on atoll
- Helen Ackley’s haunted house
- Bissett and Vargas solar/tree dispute

Chapter 5 – Our Bodies, Not Our Selves

- Levy Rosenbaum, convicted kidney broker
- “Lola” Pulido, modern day slave
- Wendy Gerrish, premium egg donor
- College egg donor ads
- John Moore and David Golde
- Golde’s Mo cell line patent
- Womb for Rent social media ad
- Natalie Dylan, virginity auction
- Curt Flood, reserve clause

Chapter 6 – The Meek Shall Inherit Very Little

- Native American fractionation
- Chester Thigpen
- South Dakota Gov. "Wild Bill" Janklow
- Leona Helmsley and Trouble
- Frederica von Stade

Chapter 7 – The Future of Ownership…and the World

- Al Appleton, NYC water ownership engineer
- Map of New York City and Catskills water system
- The Time Bandit trawler video with James Tommy incident
- Anders G. da Silva tweets
- Linn Nygaard
- Revolv smart home hub
Epilogue

The Toddlers Rules of Property